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Unbroken (Movie Tie-in Edition) Delacorte Press
Brimming with humor and hope, this contemporary tween comedy is perfect
for fans of Tommy Greenwald and Megan Schul. What happens when you
finally capture the attention of your first crush? Do you suddenly know what
to do? Do you magically learn the secrets of love? Not even close. Follow
eighth graders Sam (the class clown), Duke (the intellectual), and Chollie (the
athlete) as they fumble their way through boyfriend territory for the very first
time. With so much to worry about as the school year ends—finals,
commencement speeches, the baseball championship, the graduation
party—the guys feel ill-equipped to handle the stress of their new
relationships. But if they're dumped before the last day of middle school
school, they'll start high school as losers. The. Pressure. Is. On. Want more
Sam, Duke, and Chollie? Check out Me and Miranda Mullaly by Jake
Gerhardt.

The Captain Astra Publishing House
"Sentimental, heartfelt….the exploration of Henry’s changing
relationship with his family and with Keiko will keep most
readers turning pages...A timely debut that not only reminds
readers of a shameful episode in American history, but
cautions us to examine the present and take heed we don’t
repeat those injustices."-- Kirkus Reviews “A tender and
satisfying novel set in a time and a place lost forever, Hotel on
the Corner of Bitter and Sweet gives us a glimpse of the
damage that is caused by war--not the sweeping damage of the
battlefield, but the cold, cruel damage to the hearts and
humanity of individual people. Especially relevant in today's
world, this is a beautifully written book that will make you
think. And, more importantly, it will make you feel." -- Garth
Stein, New York Times bestselling author of The Art of Racing
in the Rain “Jamie Ford's first novel explores the age-old
conflicts between father and son, the beauty and sadness of
what happened to Japanese Americans in the Seattle area
during World War II, and the depths and longing of deep-heart
love. An impressive, bitter, and sweet debut.” -- Lisa See,
bestselling author of Snow Flower and the Secret Fan In the
opening pages of Jamie Ford’s stunning debut novel, Hotel on
the Corner of Bitter and Sweet, Henry Lee comes upon a
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crowd gathered outside the Panama Hotel, once the gateway to
Seattle’s Japantown. It has been boarded up for decades, but
now the new owner has made an incredible discovery: the
belongings of Japanese families, left when they were rounded
up and sent to internment camps during World War II. As
Henry looks on, the owner opens a Japanese parasol. This
simple act takes old Henry Lee back to the 1940s, at the height
of the war, when young Henry’s world is a jumble of confusion
and excitement, and to his father, who is obsessed with the war
in China and having Henry grow up American. While
“scholarshipping” at the exclusive Rainier Elementary, where
the white kids ignore him, Henry meets Keiko Okabe, a young
Japanese American student. Amid the chaos of blackouts,
curfews, and FBI raids, Henry and Keiko forge a bond of
friendship–and innocent love–that transcends the long-standing
prejudices of their Old World ancestors. And after Keiko and
her family are swept up in the evacuations to the internment
camps, she and Henry are left only with the hope that the war
will end, and that their promise to each other will be kept.
Forty years later, Henry Lee is certain that the parasol
belonged to Keiko. In the hotel’s dark dusty basement he
begins looking for signs of the Okabe family’s belongings and
for a long-lost object whose value he cannot begin to measure.
Now a widower, Henry is still trying to find his voice–words
that might explain the actions of his nationalistic father; words
that might bridge the gap between him and his modern, Chinese
American son; words that might help him confront the choices
he made many years ago. Set during one of the most conflicted
and volatile times in American history, Hotel on the Corner of
Bitter and Sweet is an extraordinary story of commitment and
enduring hope. In Henry and Keiko, Jamie Ford has created an
unforgettable duo whose story teaches us of the power of
forgiveness and the human heart. BONUS: This edition contains

a Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet discussion guide and
an excerpt from Jamie Ford's Love and Other Consolation
Prizes.
California Girls Putnam Publishing Group
A collection of the very first, the very last,
and the very best interviews conducted with
Prince over his nearly 40 year career. There is
perhaps no musician who has had as much
influence on the sound of contemporary American
music than Prince. His pioneering compositions
brought a variety of musical genres into a
singular funky and virtuosic sound. In this
remarkable collection, and with his signature
mix of seduction and demur, the late visionary
reflects on his artistry, identity, and the
sacrifices and soul-searching it took to stay
true to himself. An Introduction by Hanif
Abdurraqib offers astute, contemporary
perspective and brilliantly contextualizes the
collected interviews.

The Brave and the Bold (1955-) #76 DC Comics
Twelve-year-old Bone uses her Gift, which allows her to see the
stories in everyday objects, to try to figure out why her best
friend, Will Kincaid, suddenly lost his voice at age five. This
supernatural historical mystery is the second title in the acclaimed
and emotionally resonant Ghosts of Ordinary Objects series. In a
southern Virginia coal-mining town in October 1942, Bone
Phillips is learning to control her Gift: Bone can see the history of
a significant object when she touches it. When her best friend,
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Will Kincaid, asks Bone to "read" the history of his daddy's jelly
jar--the jelly jar that was buried alongside his father during the
mine cave-in that killed him--Bone is afraid. Even before Bone
touches it, she can feel that the jar has its own strange power. With
her mother dead, her father gone to war, and Aunt Mattie's assault
looming over Bone, she can't bear the idea of losing Will too. As
Will's obsession with the jelly jar becomes dangerous, Bone
struggles to understand the truth behind the jar and save him
Featuring a beautiful, compelling voice, this novel weaves a story
of mystery, family, and ultimately, love.
Redneck Cinderella Penguin
The ideal L.A. fairy tale for fans of Once Upon a Time and L.A.
Candy! Inspiration for the Disney Channel TV movie, Geek Charming!
Dylan Shoenfield is the princess of L.A.'s posh Castle Heights High.
She has the coolest boyfriend, the most popular friends, and a brand-
new 'it' bag that everyone covets. But when she accidentally tosses
her bag into a fountain, this princess comes face-to-face with her own
personal frog: self professed film geek Josh Rosen. In return for
rescuing Dylan's bag, Josh convinces Dylan to let him film her for his
documentary on high school popularity. Reluctantly, Dylan lets F-list
Josh into her A-list world, and is shocked to realize that sometimes
nerds can be pretty cool. But when Dylan's so-called prince charming
of a boyfriend dumps her flat, her life--and her social status--comes to
a crashing halt. Can Dylan--with Josh's help--pull the pieces together
to create her own happily-ever-after?
Little Miss Red Avery
In 1890s Cripple Creek, Colorado, when young Mary
McHugh's father loses his leg in a mining accident, she tries
to help, both by earning money and by encouraging her
father to go back to carving wooden figurines and playing

piano.
Family Reminders Ballantine Books
Lucy B. Parker life is turned upside down with the
announcement of her mom's wedding, which is happening in
only a month.
My Future Ex-Girlfriend Macmillan
Twelve-year-old Lucy begins writing letters to a television
talkshow host about the embarrassments of sixth grade, which
only grow worse when her mother becomes engaged to the
father of a teen star and moves them from Massachusetts to
New York City.
Geek Charming Penguin
While visiting their cousin Salim in New York City, Ted and Kat
investigate the theft of a famous painting from the Guggenheim
Museum for which Salim's mother is the prime suspect.--
No Logo MIRA
"It's 1986, and Zoe and her best friend Jonah are near the bottom of
their high school social ladder. Then after a freak accident, Zoe wakes
up in present day, and, to her surprise, is the most popular girl in
school. It isn't an easy adjustment, especially when she finds out she
and Jonah aren't even friends"--
The Secret Starling Puffin Books
O LIVRO QUE TODA GAROTA ADOLESCENTE PRECISA LER Fãs
dos livros de Meg Cabot, Thalita Rebouças e Paula Pimenta vão
adorar a história de Lucy B. Parker. Afinal, quem nunca brigou com
as melhores amigas, fez besteiras no cabelo ou mandou cartas para
um programa de TV? Lucy fez tudo isso, e muito mais para conseguir
lidar com a novidade que sua mãe acaba de lhe contar. O casamento
dela com o pai de uma estrela teen de cinema, música e TV vai virar
o mundo de Lucy de cabeça para baixo. E as comparações entre a
garota desleixada que vive seus últimos dias de criança e sua meia-
irmã superstar serão inevitáveis e humilhantes. Um livro leve e
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divertido sobre os desafios que toda garota enfrenta ao crescer. De
forma bem-humorada, Lucy ensina como lidar com essa fase difícil e
encantadora, pela qual toda adolescente passa. Sobre a autora:
Robin Palmer cresceu em Massachusetts e Nova Jersey e, depois de
se graduar na Universidade de Boston, foi morar em Hollywood. Lá
trabalhou na Agência William Morris, foi agente literária, produtora e
executiva no canal Lifetime Television, onde desenvolveu mais de
cem roteiros e supervisionou a produção de vários filmes do canal.
Em 2001, resolveu dar uma chance para seu desejo de ser escritora.
Desde então tem escrito sobre tudo: desde listas de o que fazer até
cartas de amor e, claro, romances.
Lingering Echoes Penguin
Lucy B. Parker has finally settled into her new life in New York
City, living with her new frister (friend/sister), superstar Laurel
Moses. Life is good, until Lucy develops a crush. Unfortunately
for Lucy, nothing ever seems to go as she plans.
Wicked Jealous Knopf Books for Young Readers
A funny friendship turns serious in this haunting book about
secrets, lies, and what it means to be a true friend. “Rusty, I
swear to howdy, if you tell a soul...” Joey Banks is a
walking adventure. He’s funny, daring, mischievous—and
frequently in trouble. Or he would be if anyone found out
about half the stuff he’s done. But Rusty Cooper knows
how to keep a secret. And Joey’s the best friend he’s ever
had. But then comes a secret that is at once too terrible to
tell and too terrible to keep. A secret so big it threatens to
eat them alive. What would a true friend do now? Wendelin
Van Draanen has written a richly layered book that offers a
thought-provoking look at the boundaries of friendship and
what it really means to be true.

The Fairy-Tale Detectives (Sisters Grimm #1) Abrams
"Everyone thinks it's a great idea for Lucy B. Parker to run for class
president, but Lucy's not so sure."--Excerpt taken from P.[4] of cover.
Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet Puffin
Enter a world of fractured fairy tales and magical mysteries in
this first installment of the beloved New York Times bestselling
Sisters Grimm series Orphaned sisters Sabrina and Daphne are
sent to live with their newly discovered grandmother, Relda
Grimm, in the strange town of Ferryport Landing. The girls soon
learn a family secret: that they are descendants of the famous
Brothers Grimm, whose book of fairy tales is actually a history
book. When a terrorizing giant goes on a rampage through the
town, it’s up to the Sisters Grimm to stop him and to solve the
mystery of who set the giant loose in the first place. Was it
Mayor Charming, formerly Prince Charming, who desperately
wants his kingdom back? The Three Not-So-Little Pigs, the
shifty town cops? Or one of the many other fairy-tale characters
who seem to have it out for the Grimms? Repackaged in
paperback with new cover art, these anniversary editions of the
beloved Sisters Grimm series are the perfect opportunity for
existing fans to revisit the adventures of the Grimm family and
for new readers to discover the magic of the series for the first
time.
The Land of Neverendings Ballantine Books
The ideal L.A. fairy tale for fans of Once Upon a Time and
L.A. Candy, from the author of Geek Charming. Sophie
Greene gets good grades, does the right thing, and has a
boyfriend that her parents— and her younger brother—just
love. (Too bad she doesn’t love him.) Sophie dreams of
being more like Devon Deveraux, star of her favorite
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romance novels, but, in reality, Sophie isn’t even daring
enough to change her nail polish. All of that changes when
Sophie goes to Florida to visit her grandma Roz, and she
finds herself seated next to a wolfishly goodlooking guy on
the plane. The two hit it off, and before she knows it,
Sophie’s living on the edge. But is the drama all it’s
cracked up to be? Watch a Video
Yours Truly, Lucy B. Parker: Girl vs. Superstar Yearling
A fresh and funny twist on Snow White from the author of Cindy
Ella and Geek Charming! The ideal L.A. fairy tale for fans of
Once Upon a Time and L.A. Candy Simone never saw herself
as the "cute girl"--she was always the chunky smartmouth. But
after a year of avoiding her wicked almost-stepmonster through
Zumba class, Simone's now sporting a whole new retro style.
And people keep acting oddly. One thing: her stepmonster
seems to be trying to accidentally kill her, or at least fatten her
back up. And so when Simone's brother offers to let her move in
with him and his six roommates for the summer, Simone jumps
at the chance for some normalcy. Only living with seven very
different college boys isn't exactly going to help her land her very
own happily ever after . . .
Daredevil HarperCollins
Are you a witless cretin with no reason to live? Would you
like to know more about every piece of knowledge ever? Do
you have cash? Then congratulations, because just in time
for the death of the print industry as we know it comes the
final book ever published, and the only one you will ever
need: The Onion's compendium of all things known.
Replete with an astonishing assemblage of facts,

illustrations, maps, charts, threats, blood, and additional fees
to edify even the most simple-minded book-buyer, The
Onion Book of Known Knowledge is packed with valuable
information -- such as the life stages of an Aunt; places to
kill one's self in Utica, New York; and the dimensions of a
female bucket, or "pail." With hundreds of entries for all 27
letters of the alphabet, The Onion Book of Known
Knowledge must be purchased immediately to avoid the
sting of eternal ignorance.
Shadowsmith CreateSpace
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Derek Jeter is undoubtedly the
most talked about, argued about, cheered, booed and ultimately
respected baseball player of his generation. And as public a figure as
he has been, he is in many ways the least known. That changes now
as Ian O’Connor, one of the best sports writers anywhere, goes deep
and does what no one has quite been able to do: Tell us a bit about
who Derek Jeter really is.”—Joe Posnanski, author of The Machine
"Deftly told.”—The Washington Post In The Captain, Ian O’Connor
draws on unique access to Derek Jeter and more than 200 new
interviews to reveal how a biracial kid from Michigan became New
York’s most beloved sports figure and the face of the steroid-free
athlete. O’Connor takes us behind the scenes of a legendary
baseball life, from Jeter’s early struggles in the minor leagues, when
homesickness and errors threatened a stillborn career, to the heady
days of Yankee superiority and nightlife, to the battles with former
best friend A-Rod. All along the way, Jeter has made his Hall-of-Fame
destiny look easy. But behind that leadership and hero’s grace there
are hidden struggles and complexities that have never been explored,
until now.
Yours Truly, Lucy B. Parker: for Better Or for Worse Floris Books
Fans of Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House books will enjoy a citified
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version as Sydney Taylor gives a charming glimpse at a time when
daily life was very different, but family and faith were surprisingly the
same. After moving uptown to the Bronx, the charming All-of-a-Kind
Family have a new home, new neighbors and new friends. There's
always something exciting going on. Ella misses Jules who has joined
the Army, Henny spills tea on a dress she borrowed without asking,
Sarah works to win a prize at school, Charlotte takes the elevated train
without paying her fare, Gertie makes a pancake, and Charlie is
terrified when he meets Santa Claus! And things are are especially
busy as Mother has gone into the hospital, and everyone must help
out to make the house run smoothly. Generations of readers have
loved growing up with the five Jewish girls whose trials and triumphs
are as recognizable today as they were a hundred years ago. This
fourth title of the series follows the girls as they grow into much more
independent young women, and younger brother Charlie keeps
everyone on their toes.
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